
  

Word of the Day 01 

A: Match the words with their meanings: 

1. Apply oil or ointment  
2. To move, stand or sit in an awkward fashion  
3. Bag worn on the back or over the shoulder  
4. A series of three books, plays or films  
5. A talkative person  
6. Sharp knife used by a surgeon  
7. Person who writes for a newspaper  
8. A contradiction in terms  
9. Person who comes to a country from their 

native land 
 

10. A small, close group of plants or trees  
 

journalist scalpel anoint paradox haversack 
slouch chatterbox immigrant trilogy clump 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 

B: Match the words with their meanings: 

11. To do with the sense of hearing  
12. Withstands the effect of something  
13. Think about something without knowing the 

facts 
 

14. A written document ordering a course of 
action 

 

15. Finding fault with something  
16. Feather, formed into a pen  
17. Choke, strangle or suffocate  
18. One of something, having no like  
19. A class of things with common characteristics  
20. Move by springing around  

 

speculate warrant criticism throttle resistant 
prance auditory unique quill species 
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Word of the Day 02 

A: Match the words with their meanings: 

1. A melon-shaped fruit  
2. A thick soup or stew, usually with fish  
3. Calm, peaceful, tranquil  
4. A three-legged stand  
5. To mislead someone purposely  
6. A check, woven cotton fabric  
7. To bump, push, shove or brush against  
8. To give, present as a gift, confer a right  
9. To annoy someone continually  
10. A person who writes plays  

 

jostle deceive pawpaw playwright bestow 
serene gingham harass tripod chowder 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 

B: Match the words with their meanings: 

11. To seize or arrest  
12. A 200th anniversary of an event  
13. Examination of a body after death  
14. To bring someone to a condition of inactivity  
15. Unfaithful, untrue  
16. To inspire a memory  
17. To deceive, pretending that something is real  
18. To foil a plan  
19. A combination of voices or instruments  
20. To agree to co-operate secretly to a 

wrongdoing 
 

 

disloyal evoke paralyse illusion unison 
thwart apprehend conniving autopsy bicentenary 
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Word of the Day 03 

A: Match the words with their meanings: 

1. Capable of being read easily  
2. Relating to the cat family  
3. To sweat through the skin  
4. A drinkable liquid  
5. A flowering plant  
6. Extreme tiredness  
7. A device for beheading a person  
8. Pretended to do something  
9. To waste time or delay  
10. Official who keeps a register  

 

feline beverage feigned fatigue perspire 
guillotine dawdle legible geranium registrar 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 

B: Match the words with their meanings: 

11. To give out a task/job  
12. Relating to the dog family  
13. Tropical cyclone or hurricane  
14. To recognise something through observation  
15. Uncontrollable outburst of emotion  
16. Brass musical instruments  
17. Overturn in a boat  
18. Long breeches for horse riding  
19. Put back into line  
20. A long adventurous journey  

 

realign assign hysteria jodhpurs typhoon 
perceive capsize cymbals canine odyssey 
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Word of the Day 04 

A: Match the words with their meanings: 

1. A person who mends shoes  
2. A military unit  
3. Airplane pilot  
4. Green fabric on a snooker table  
5. A needlecraft using yarn  
6. A collector of postage stamps  
7. Taking place little by little  
8. Bury in a tomb  
9. Document written on paper made from animal 

skin 
 

10. Artificial teeth  
 

parchment baize aviator dentures cobbler 
platoon crochet entombed philatelist gradual 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 

B: Match the words with their meanings: 

11. Hairy  
12. Branch of a tree  
13. Take a casual interest in something  
14. Professional driver  
15. Spoil or ruin by poor work  
16. Male head or leader  
17. Court official, like a sheriff’s deputy  
18. Yearning for someone or something  
19. A person who makes maps  
20. Tablet on a wall outside a building  

 

bailiff cartographer hirsute botch plaque 
dabble chauffeur patriarch pining bough 
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Word of the Day 05 

A: Match the words with their meanings: 

1. Narrow gorge in a valley  
2. Thigh bone in the human leg  
3. Film that follows the story of the previous one  
4. Strong drug for pain relief  
5. Useless, dull writing or talk  
6. Feeding box for animals  
7. Mild, soft, warm weather  
8. An accident causing death  
9. Child with extraordinary talent or gift  
10. A musical instrument  

 

femur prodigy trough twaddle sequel 
xylophone morphine ravine fatality balmy 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 

B: Match the words with their meanings: 

11. A talk to persuade you to buy something  
12. Shiny discs on a dress or costume  
13. Speech in praise of a deceased person  
14. Wasted, spent unwisely  
15. Confused by something  
16. Recover something or get it back  
17. To hold and use a weapon  
18. Characteristic spirit of a group of people  
19. Humorous imitation of a piece of writing  
20. Loud noise from a group of people  

 

eulogy retrieve wield befuddled sequins 
parody misspent spiel ethos clamour 
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Word of the Day 06 

A: Match the words with their meanings: 

1. Ability to speak several languages  
2. Large open porch with a roof  
3. Referring to size or importance  
4. Sacred writings from a holy book  
5. Another name for a detective  
6. Plant-eating, Australian marsupial  
7. Having features that look well in a photo  
8. Healthy, nourishing food  
9. French word meaning a castle/fortress  
10. Downpour of rain, causing a flood  

 

scripture nutritious photogenic deluge veranda 
multilingual sleuth wombat chateau magnitude 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 

B: Match the words with their meanings: 

11. The position/carriage of the body  
12. Person who treats foot conditions  
13. To re-cover a chair/sofa  
14. An extension to the main building  
15. A type of fabric woven in a squared pattern  
16. Join two metals together  
17. A hot spice made from peppers  
18. A group of singers/actors/dancers  
19. Cover an object with a thin sheet of wood  
20. Small, ornamental figure or statuette  

 

upholster figurine plaid veneer cayenne 
annexe chiropodist solder troupe posture 
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Word of the Day 07 

Match the words with their meanings: 

1. Building where animals are butchered for food  

2. Relating to a horse or the horse family  

3. A confused struggle or fight  

4. Spanish pork sausage with spices  

5. Piece of cloth worn around the neck  

6. A natural liking for something  

7. The best at something in their chosen field  

8. Small, thin, sharp piece of wood  

9. Kitchen utensil with a flat blade  

10. Decorated with flowers, ribbons, fabric  

11. Thoroughly search for something to steal  

12. Person who designs or makes hats  

13. Purplish shade of blue, like in the sky  

14. To cheat a person out of money  

15. Puzzled or confused  

16. Asian dish in a peanut flavoured sauce  

17. To be in partnership with someone  

18. A silly or foolish person  

19. Fragments of a bomb after it explodes  

20. Burned or scorched  

 

charred azure ransack equine satay 
perplexed abattoir swindle cahoots shrapnel 
affinity splinter scuffle milliner neckerchief 
spatula elite buffoon festooned chorizo 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 
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Word of the Day 08 

Match the words with their meanings: 

1. Grim, gruesome, horrifying  

2. Referring to the height of a person/animal  

3. To be in agreement with someone  

4. Neat, trim, smartly dressed  

5. A person who comes after or follows  

6. A large quantity, generous, excessive  

7. In a state of disrepair or ruins  

8. A thin surgical dressing made of cotton  

9. A person skilled in several languages  

10. To be in a dispute or row with someone  

11. You were somewhere else during a crime  

12. The cultivation of garden flowers/plants  

13. To give financial support to someone  

14. Wishing evil or harm to others  

15. A picture made up of small pieces  

16. A variety of peach  

17. Small pieces of fried/toasted bread  

18. A hanging bed made of canvas  

19. To trick into accepting something inferior  

20. A mild punishment, lacking in severity  

 

fob horticulture malevolent macabre loggerheads 
lavish alibi mosaic gauze dapper 

benefactor crouton linguist dilapidated stature 
concur lenient hammock nectarine successor 

 

Name: __________________________ Date: ___________________ 
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Word of the Day Assessment Tests  

These assessment tests are designed to revise vocabulary that has been 
completed over the 32 weeks of the programme. Each assessment is 
based on vocabulary from the following weeks of the programme: 

 Test 01 – Weeks 1-4 

 Test 02 – Weeks 5-8 

 Test 03 – Weeks 9-12 

 Test 04 – Weeks 13-16 

 Test 05 – Weeks 17-20 

 Test 06 – Weeks 21-24 

 Test 07 – Weeks 25-28 

 Test 08 – Weeks 29-32 
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For Your Information 

Thank you for downloading this Seomra Ranga resource. We 

hope that you find it practical and useful in your classroom. 

 

Please be aware of the following conditions before using this 

resource. 

Please DO: 

* Print and copy this resource so that you can use it with your 

pupils. 

* Make this resource available to your pupils in a private 

enclosed online space eg. Google Classroom, Seesaw, 

Edublogs etc. 

* Tell others if you have found it useful. 

Please DO NOT: 

* Copy or share this resource (in part or whole) with others 

who have not joined our website. By becoming a member for 

themselves, they will help the site develop into the future. 

1. Make this resource available on your school website for 

anyone to download. 

2. Share this resource with other teachers in online groups 

eg. Facebook Groups, WhatsApp Groups etc. or in 

storage sites like Dropbox, Google Drive, iCloud etc. 

Kind regards, Seomra Ranga 
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